
Understanding compact disc
troubleshooting concepts-Part 2
B y  Marcel R. Kialland

As considered i n  IW I of‘ this series it
is important to understand how a product
works before attempting any trou-
bleshooting. In this part, the single-beam
servo \ystcni  will bc cxaniincd  and com-
1no11 Irouhleshootiii~  techniques  will bc
appliocl  to both the single-beam and three-

hean \ystcms.
In many rcspccts  the single-beam and

three-bc;m  sys~ns are quite similar. But
there  arc sonic important differences
which should be considered. The major
clil‘l’cr~ncc  is in each mechanism’s track-
ing system. The dil.Kcrcnce  is dixccrnible
in looking at the C’D mechanism  itself.

Actually. the single-beam system’s CD
Mechanism (IGgLu-e  I) is simpler. Rather
than Losing  :I sled assembly IO track the
disc. the single-beam  system uscs a radi-
al \wing  arm.  which pivo(s  on a single
axis to radially l’ollow  the spiral tracks.

The single-beam servo system
In orclcr  (0 unclcrstand  the single-bcani

set-vo systun~ WL‘ ncecl  to cxaminc  the opti-
cal pick-up unit niorc closely (Figure 2).
JLIs~  as with  (he three-hem  \ystcm. ;I sin-
g l e  lasei~ diotlc  i5 ~isecl  to  emit ;I I:lser

beam. The single  laser beam is directed
(0 the clic by the l~ali‘ mirror and the col-
limator Icns and is I~OCLIW~  via the objcc-
ti\c Icns.

This single  beam  must hi’ controlled to
rcacl, I’OCLI. and track the disc’s spiral
trachs. The spinnin,(1 disc modulates the
single  heanl  as it is rellccd hack into the
ob,jective Ien\.  The rt’l‘lcctccl.  moclulatcd
beam is ciirectctl  hack to die photodiodes.
In order to clelec~ 1‘ocLis  and radial errors
the bmm is split to strike fwo  arcas  ofthe
pho~odiodc  array as illusmtcd in the pho-
lodiode array physical layout 0fFigurc 3.

The phocodiocle  array contains up to
1‘ij.c  photodiodcs  as illustrarcd.  The out-
pL11 I‘roni each photodiodc is totaled as the
HI: signal (l,,,,=l,,,+l,,~+I,,~+l,~~+l~~).
Tracking md I’OCLIS  m-or\ arc clctected  by
calculating the dil‘l’crcncc\  in the photo-
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Figure 1. View of single-beam CDM (top and bottom views).

diode low frequency  (LF) currents.
Radial (tracking) errors are detected by

calculating the dit‘ferencc between the
total current of D,+D,  with the total cur-
rent ot‘ D3+D4,  which can bc expressed  as

‘f,,=(‘l,l+‘,,2)-(‘,,3+‘,,,).
Focus errors arc detected  by calculat-

ing the difference  between  the total cur-

rent  of D,+D, with the total current of

Dz+D:. or I~~=(I,,,+I,,,)-(II,~+I,,,).
These signal5 are processed by the

servo circuits to provide conlrol  ol‘thc  CD
mechanism.

Start-up
In most  players. each  lime ;I CD i\
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PHOTODIODES

Figure 2. Single-beam OPU

placed in the player, a start-up sequence
is initiated to read the table of contents
from the CD. In this way, the player
detects not only the presence of a CD, but
it also determines the type of disc present
and decodes information pertaining to
that disc. Some of that information is
decoded and displayed on the CD play-
er’s display.

Some of the data is also used by the
microprocessor to control access to the
tracks on the disc. The information allows

the user to program the tracks to be
played. When the play key is pressed, the
start-up sequence must again be initiated.

Figure 4 shows a typical single beam
laser/focus start-up circuit. Although this
is the start-up circuit for a single-beam
system, the principles can be applied to
the three-beam system. Also there are
variations in the start-up circuits between
different single-beam models. Check the
service manual for the model being ser-
viced when checking the start-up circuit.

Certain player conditions must be met
before start-up can be initiated by the de-
coder microcomputer. When a CD mech-
anism is removed from the cabinet to al-
low troubleshooting, these conditions are
at times difficult to accommodate. For ex-
ample, some players have tray switches
to signal the microcomputer that the tray
is closed. This switch must be closed be-
fore you attempt start-up troubleshooting.

In the stop condition, SI/RD (IC6501,
pin 6) is low. Start-up is initiated when
the photodiode signal processor (IC650  1)
receives a start initiate signal (high) from
the decoder microcomputer (IC6530)  via
pin 6. The start capacitor (C25 13) begins
to charge as indicated by the start-up sig-
nals. At that time pin 17 (low) supplies
about 3V to the laser driver circuit to turn
the laser diode on.

The focus search is initiated by swing-
ing the FE voltage between +1.2V  and
-1.2V. This causes the objective lens to
move up and down to attempt focus servo
lock. The focus search pattern occurs
twice in this model. If focus is not found
after the second focus attempt, the system
assumes there is no disc present.

Start-up problems
In troubleshooting start-up problems,

the start-up signals can be checked dur-
ing the start-up initiation. Using an oscil-
loscope, with the input set to dc, allows
the start-up initiation voltages to be
observed.

For example, if the objective lens does
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Figure 3. Photodiode array.
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not move up and down during start-up, cable connection from the circuit board Single-beam servo
check the FE signal at pin 15. If the sig- to the CD mechanism. If all the connec- The single-beam servo system block
nal is present, check the output from the tions are good (don’t forget to check the diagram is shown in Figure 5. The de-
focus driver. If the signal is present at the ground return), the optical pick-up unit is coder microprocessor controls the func-
output of the focus driver, check the flex most likely defective. tions of the servo system, including start-
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Figure 5. Single-beam servo block diagram.

up. As is the case in the three-beam sys-
tem, the decoder microprocessor must
also control tracking during some opera-
tions, such as during track loss and search
forward and reverse.

There are three main servo loops in the
single beam system: (1) the focus error
(FE) servo, (2) the disc motor control
(MC) servo, and (3) the radial error (RE)
servo. Each of the servo circuits must lock
in during the start-up procedure in order
for a disc to play.

First the laser diode must come on.
Next, the laser beam must be focused onto
the CD, which also indicates the presence
of a disc. Then the disc motor spins the
disc and the radial arm pivots to locate the
lead-in track in order to read the CD’s
table of contents (TOC). The TOC con-
tains information about the disc: the type
of disc (CD-DA, CD-ROM, or CDI),  total
number of tracks, total time, and the CD’s
catalog number.

After the TOC is read, most CD audio
players display the user information, such
as the total tracks and total time, on the
front display. Therefore, the display is a
good place to start looking for clues when
troubleshooting.

For example, if disc information is
never displayed, there may be a problem
in the start-up. If there is a disc error dur-
ing start-up, monitor the equalized HF
signal (eye pattern) output from the pho-

todiode signal processor during the start-
up procedure. The clarity of the eye pat-
tern can give a clue as to where the prob-
lem may be located.

Of course, if the HF signal is never pre-
sent, the problem may be in the start-up
initiation. For example, the laser may not
even be coming on. The service mode can
reveal if this is the case. Moreover, a laser
power meter can show if the laser diode
is indeed coming on.

Focus error servo
Although the objective lens and the

focus drive circuit of each system (single-
beam and three-beam) are similar, the
focus servo of the single beam is quite dif-
ferent from the focus servo of the three-
beam system. The four low-frequency
signals from the CDM are processed by
the photodiode signal processor to devel-
op the focus error signal.

Internally, the LF signals are applied to
adders and comparators to find the focus
error (FE is actually a focus error correc-
tion signal to keep the laser focused).
Generally, there is a focus drive circuit
that applies the focus correction drive sig-
nal to the focus coils on the optical pick-
up unit.

Most CD players require some adjust-
ments (such as focus offset and laser cur-
rent) in the focus servo loop for optimum
performance. If the focus offset adjust-
ment is too far off, the disc may have trou-
ble tracking and may even stop playing
due to error occurrences during the
decoding process. Observing the eye pat-
tern of the HF signal can help in deter-
mining if there is a problem in the optical
pick-up system. The eye pattern should
be fairly clear as shown in Figure 6.

Disc motor control loop
The method of controlling the disc rota-

tional speed is similar to the three-beam
system’s method. The disc motor control
servo loop controls the rotational speed
of the disc motor. As shown by the block
diagram, the HF is amplified and equal-
ized by the photodiode signal processor.
This equalized HF signal, which is
observable as the eye pattern at the out-
put of the photodiode signal processor, is
applied to the decoder block.

The decoder is usually an LSI IC which
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performs several functions for decoding
the incoming data (e.g., data slicer,
demodulator, EFM decoder, interleaver
corrector and descrambler, and interpola-
tor). In the decoding process, the bit clock
of 4.32 1 SMb/sec must be regenerated.

At the same time the incoming data
flow must be regulated so that the data
does not come in too fast or too slow. The
regulation is provided by means of the
pulse width modulated motor control
(MC) pulse, which is used to control the
rotational speed of the disc spindle motor
via the disc motor drive block (integrator
circuit).

Starting and stopping the disc motor is
controlled by the decoder microprocessor
via the SSM line. If the decoder does not
receive the control information from the
decoder microprocessor, the disc spindle
motor may not start; or, the opposite may
occur. The spindle may start but not stop
when a stop is initiated.

Circle (22) on Reply Card



Radial servo loop
Just as in the three-beam servo system,

a radial servo loop is necessary to provide
proper tracking of the disc in the single-
beam system. As shown by the block dia-
gram (Figure 5), the radial error correc-
tion signal is primarily developed in the
radial error processor.

The radial error (RE) correction signal
is developed from RE, and RE,. RE, and
RE, are derived from the LF signals,
which are processed in the photodiode
signal processor. REl is the sum of the
currents from D, and D,, and RE, is the
sum of the currents from D, and D,.

In addition to these signals, there is also
a wobble signal of about 650Hz  which is
injected into the radial servo loop of the
single beam system. This wobble signal
is generally produced by an oscillator in
the radial error processor. If this signal is
not present the disc will not track proper-
ly (poor playability).

The wobble signal is introduced into
the service loop to compensate for laser
spot asymmetry errors (D-Factor) and to
compensate for the tracking angle varia-
tions as the radial arm moves from the
inner tracks to the outer tracks of the disc
(K-factor).

Troubleshooting summation
As with any consumer electronics

product, it’s a matter of isolating the
symptom to a particular circuit. Then,
with a few more checks, the problem can
be traced to a few components. These
components can then be checked or sub-
stituted to verify which component is
indeed defective.

Knowing the operating requirements of
the CD player is essential to diagnose a
symptom properly. It’s a matter of deter-
mining the path to follow. For example,
if power is applied to the CD player and
the display doesn’t illuminate and no
other activity is observed, the power sup-
ply is the most likely place to start.

If, however, the display does illuminate
and other activity is observed, the power
supply can most likely be ruled out. But
even in this case, a problem may still be
traced back to the power supply.

Let’s apply this troubleshooting tech-
nique to both the three-beam and single-
beam servo systems. The symptom is:
“the disc will not play.”

First, look for the start-up condition

(you may want to use the service mode to
verify the condition of the servo system):

1. Does the laser diode come on? If not,
check the laser current source.

2. Is the focus search initiated (the
objective lens moves up and down)? If
not, check the start-up initiation drive sig-
nals with an oscilloscope.

3. Is focus achieved?
4. Does the OPU move to search for the

lead-in track?
5. Is the lead-in track found (table of

contents track)?
If all these processes are working while

in the service mode, the CD player’s ser-
vos should all be locked. The eye pattern
(HF signal) should be available to the de-
coder circuits. Verify this. There may be
a problem in the decoder section.

If, for example, the decoder’s subcode
processor was not functional, the display
may show an error and the disc would go
into the stop mode, which may appear to
be a no start-up condition. But the prob-
lem may be due to a decoder fault.

Diagnosing poor playability symptom
First, let’s define poor playability. Poor

playability can be poor tracking, poor
tracking on only some discs, difficulty in
start-up, easy loss of track due to jarring.

What can cause poor playability? Don’t
overlook the obvious: a dirty objective
lens reduces the optical system’s efficien-
cy and can even prevent start-up. A little
alcohol on the end of a cotton swab can
be used to clean the objective lens. How-
ever, do not apply too much pressure in
cleaning the lens.

If the lens is clean, make sure there is
nothing obstructing the mechanical track-
ing mechanism (both in the three-beam
sled system and the single beam radial
swing arm). If it is a single beam system,
make sure the wobble signal is present.

Do not overlook the possibility that
there may be more than one symptom. For
example, I came across a CD player (sin-
gle beam) which displayed two symp-
toms: the radial arm swung all the way to
the outer perimeter and the objective lens
was pulled to its lower extremity. I traced
the problem to an open resistor from the
power supply to a quad op-amp, which
was common to both the focus drive cir-
cuit and the radial drive circuit.

Part 3 will deal with the decoder part
of a CD system. n


